BLUE FIRE Fast Order
Turns self-service into an experience
The BLUE FIRE Fast Order kiosk is a
member of the Red Dot awarded kiosk
family and is designed for use in selfservice, takeaway and QSR restaurants.
The kiosk is a perfect way to speed up
your interactive customer processes in
the most intuitive way. Meaning you can
offer your customers a unique experience
when ordering their menu.

CONNECTING
The BLUE FIRE Fast Order kiosk can connect with
customers’ devices in many ways (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
RFID, IBeacon). This connectivity allows you to help your
customers faster, to forward special offers and to give
feedback, or offer the opportunity to register themselves,
etc.

IDENTIFYING
A kiosk can help you identify your customers by scanning
a bar code on their phone or loyalty card. This gives you a
lot of new opportunities to interact with your customer in a
different way and build long term relationships with them.

PAYING
Your customers can order and make payments at your
BLUE FIRE Fast Order kiosk. The payment can be done by
bank card, cash or a loyalty card.
The BLUE FIRE Fast Order kiosk is
especially made for self-service restaurants.
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